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Abstract

Autonomous driving is the concept of a vehicle that operates in traffic
without instructions from a driver. A major challenge for such a sys-
tem is to provide a comprehensive, accurate and compact scene model
based on information from sensors. For such a model to be compre-
hensive it must provide 3D position and semantics on relevant sur-
roundings to enable a safe traffic behaviour. Such a model creates a
foundation for autonomous driving to make substantiated driving de-
cisions. The model must be compact to enable efficient processing, al-
lowing driving decisions to be made in real time. In this thesis rectan-
gular objects (The Stixelworld) are used to represent the surroundings
of a vehicle and provide a scene model. LIDAR and semantic segmen-
tation are fused in the computation of these rectangles. This method
indicates that a dense and compact scene model can be provided also
from sparse LIDAR data by use of semantic segmentation.
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Sammanfattning

Fullt självkörande fordon behöver inte förare. Ett sådant fordon behö-
ver en precis, detaljerad och kompakt modell av omgivningen baserad
på sensordata. Med detaljerad avses att modellen innefattar all infor-
mation nödvändig för ett trafiksäkert beteende. Med kompakt avses
att en snabb bearbetning kan göras av modellen så att fordonet i real-
tid kan fatta beslut och manövrera i trafiken. I denna uppsats tillämpas
en metod där man med rektangulära objekt skapar en modell av om-
givningen. Dessa beräknas från LIDAR och semantisk segmentering.
Arbetet indikerar att med hjälp av semantisk segmentering kan en tät,
detaljerad och kompakt modell göras även från glesa LIDAR-data.
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Nomenclature

C Set of classes

I Image

LC Pixel classification

L Set of Stixel segmentations

a, b, c Normal of plane

c(d,D) Cost of connecting two stixel segments

cn Stixel semantic class

Cu Pixel classification column u

cx pixel x coordinate from the principal point

cy pixel y coordinate from the principal point

Dv
i Cost at row v for class i

dk,li Cost from bottom of pixel k up to top of pixel l for class i

dn(v) Stixel z coordinate for row v
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fy Focal length in y

h Image height
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L Stixel segmentation
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Autonomous driving is currently being developed for use in traffic.
When it will be available, for whom, and for what use it will be de-
signed depends on the demographic, geographic and political land-
scape. Autonomous driving has the potential for improved mobility
for people without driver’s license, decreased need for parking spaces,
less congestion during high load of traffic and shared mobility. It also
brings risk for segregation among people because autonomous driving
technology is expensive [29].

1.1 Autonomous Driving

Autonomous driving (AD) is the concept of a vehicle operating in traf-
fic without instructions from a driver. Such a vehicle need to make the
right decisions for the traffic situation and ensure that decided actions
are carried out. The traffic rules by them self are not complex but a
major challenge for autonomous driving is how to apply these rules
in different traffic situations to achieve good traffic behaviour, as the
traffic situations are complex and diverse [9].

To make decisions, autonomous vehicles need to sense and cor-
rectly interpret the surroundings, determine the type of objects present
and their positions. This is done for all type of objects interacting in the
traffic, such as vehicles and pedestrians. Traffic signs and signals are
other types of information needed. Another challenge is to interpret
the surroundings based on the sensor data.

The perception system for autonomous vehicles must capture and
interpret traffic scenes to provide necessary information while driving.

1
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Self driving cars use different type of sensors to acquire informa-
tion about surroundings. GPS, wheel-encoders and IMU are popular
for localisation. Cameras, LIDAR and Radar are often used to gather
information of the scene.

The sensor data is used by different methods to provide a complete
understanding of surroundings. These methods solve problems as ob-
ject detection and recognition, drivable area estimation, path planning,
mapping, and localisation.

One trend in autonomous driving is to use more sensors to provide
robust perception systems [33]. Multiples of a sensor type can be used
to provide a complete view around the vehicle. Different sensor types
are used to leverage individual strengths of a sensor and also com-
plement shortcomings for another sensor type. Sensors also improve
and provide more information on the scene where cameras are getting
higher spatial resolution within images [33]. This development results
in high data volumes to process in order to understand the scene and
solve problems as drivable area estimation and path planning.

Since an autonomous vehicle travels in high speed these methods
need to be solved in real time so that the vehicle is able to make de-
cisions for all types of traffic scene. It is hard to make all algorithms
process these data volumes in real time. Some problems may depend
on the same computation, and it is then desirable to make this com-
putation only once. For these reasons it is desirable that one system
process sensor data at one instance and provide a scene model com-
prehensive for further tasks. A complete understanding of a scene
will be acquired by processing the scene model. To process and se-
lect traffic manoeuvre online, the scene model need to be compact for
efficiency.

Highly detailed maps are currently being developed to further im-
prove the scene understanding for autonomous driving [3, 26, 19].
These maps can have a rich detail from a topological view but also
carry a 3D reconstruction of all the static surroundings in traffic scenes.
It is predicted that autonomous vehicles will access maps through cloud
solutions but also update and correct maps if they not correspond to
the scene model of the vehicle [26]. The maps need comply with cer-
tain requirements for autonomous driving to function. Vehicles will
localise based on these maps and they must therefor be accurate. The
maps need to have comprehensive information such as traffic lights
and signs included. The maps need to enable update for local changes
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from vehicle since the traffic surrounding changes and the maps need
to be fresh. Further more maps must be accessible in all drivable areas.
Lastly the representation of the map needs to be compact in order to
enable efficient data transfers and efficient processing [19].

A popular sensor to provide 3D understanding in autonomous driv-
ing is LIDAR. LIDAR data is accurate but can suffer from being sparse,
and LIDAR sensors that do provide a dense understanding is expen-
sive. LIDAR could be used to create 3D maps for autonomous driv-
ing, but to provide a dense map a method for fusing the LIDAR with
a more dense sensor data would be needed.

A dense comprehensive and compact scene model is desired since
it enables for the vehicle to determine if the map is correct to the scene
and enable an efficient transfer update if needed. The system could
also be used to create 3D maps of unmapped areas.

1.1.1 Sparse LIDAR for Autonomoud Driving

Dense high definition LIDAR is often used in autonomous driving,
AD. These sensors are expensive and less expensive models suffers
from sparse data but are still accurate in depth. LIDAR data is pro-
cessed to produce a set of points in 3D space. Sparse LIDAR data refer
to that there are empty regions between points, where no data is ac-
quired. This can be seen in figure 2.8. If autonomous driving could
operate with the less expensive LIDAR sensors the technology could
be made cheaper and be accessible for more people.

A relevant type of object to identify for AD is cars. The body and
hood of a car can reflect LIDAR light in other directions than back to
the sensor. This results in depth not being retrieved for the highly
relevant object car. The effect is a big uncertainty of the environment.

In order to develop autonomous functions that operate in environ-
ments that includes pedestrians and other cars by using sparse LIDAR
data, this uncertainty need to be compensated for and a detailed un-
derstanding of the surroundings needs to be achieved.

Learning based classification techniques are often used to identify
and describe the surroundings of a vehicle. Classification methods
could be used to process LIDAR or camera data. As the LIDAR is
sparse no great level of detail is captured and classification within traf-
fic scenes will not perform well.

Semantic segmentation is the problem of classifying an image into
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coherent regions. The state of the art semantic segmentation has in
recent years shown impressive performance by using fully convolu-
tional neural networks [24, 28].

These methods together with hand labelled data sets enable per-
ception systems to identify and describe the surroundings in traffic
scenes. Semantic segmentation provides a classification of every pixel
within an image. The information of surroundings captured in a cam-
era image is denser than sparse LIDAR. Semantic segmentation is not
by itself enough as perception system for autonomous driving since it
does not provide information on the position of objects.

The pixel classification can also be used to classify regions within a
LIDAR pointcloud. This would include how LIDAR points are classed
but also empty regions between points. With this knowledge one could
reason about the depth within empty regions in the pointcloud and
possibly provide a denser depth understanding. This idea is investi-
gated in this work and pictured in figure 1.1.

The stixel world is a method of describing surroundings by vertical
and horizontal rectangles [1]. The rectangles are usually computed
from disparity images. This method has an advantage of providing
a compact representation of the world which would enable efficient
processing. Also this method might be used to provide a dense scene
model, since a rectangular segments could be considered to have a
certain depth model. In this thesis this method is used to provide a
compact and dense scene model.

1.1.2 An Autonomous Vehicle

The Integrated Research Transportation Lab at KTH performs research
on future transportation Systems. One of their cars, the Research and
Concept Vehicle, RCV, is developed for making research on autonomous
driving. The RCV is equipped with LIDARs and cameras that gather
information on surroundings. This sensor data is used by the RCVs
current autonomous functions. However the RCV needs a rich under-
standing of the environment to further develop into being fully au-
tonomous.
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1.2 Aim

Autonomous driving brings a risk of segregating people since the tech-
nology is expensive [29]. High definition LIDAR is being used within
development of AD. LIDAR models with a sparse understanding is
significantly cheaper than types with high definition. Enabling au-
tonomous driving to function at a lower cost is desirable since it would
make the technology available for more people.

This work aims at providing a compact and dense understanding
of the surroundings with semantic information for the RCV by lever-
aging the state of the art semantic segmentation networks and fuse
pixelwise classification with sparse LIDAR. In figure 1.1, the idea of
system is pictured.

The scene model of the surrounding needs to enable higher level
tasks such as path planing, object detection and recognition, driveable
area estimation, mapping, and localisation to process the data in real
time. Therefor the scene model need be compact.

When making the scene model compact there is also a risk of los-
ing information of the surroundings. This work aim to show that a
compact representation using stixels can keep enough information on
surroundings for autonomous driving to operate. It is investigated
how the information from the semantic segmentation is preserved in a
compact stixel representation.

This works also aim to show how semantic segmentation can be
used to provide a dense 3D understanding from sparse LIDAR.

1.2.1 Problem

The RCV’s sparse LIDAR pointcloud limits it’s ability to operate au-
tonomous. The RCV should function in situations where risk are in-
volved such as nearby pedestrians and other cars in the road. This re-
quires a complete scene model of the surroundings. This work intends
to find a method of providing this model and answer the following
questions:

• How can LIDAR data be fused with semantic segmentation to
give a scene model?

• How can dense pixel classification be used with sparse LIDAR
data to bring a dense 3D model?
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Figure 1.1: Proposed method of scene understanding system
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• How does a compact scene model manage to keep relevant se-
mantic information?

1.2.2 Delimitation

There are many alternative methods of providing perception for au-
tonomous driving. This work will not provide an overall view of these
methods. The methods concerning stereo vision are therefor not inves-
tigated.

Semantic segmentation is an active field of research and this work
will not go into great detail of these methods. Instead it will show how
current state of the art methods can be used.

The scenes to provide a model for is limited to traffic situations
relevant for autonomous driving.

The evaluation will not measure how the scene model is more dense
in regards to the pointcloud. Since stixels are rectangular squares and
pointclouds have points it is hard to find a fair measurement on how
to compare the two representations.

1.2.3 Contribution

This work shows how LIDAR and semantic segmentation can be fused
using dynamical programming to bring a dense understanding. Stix-
els have been shown to be computed over LIDAR and also stereo dis-
parity [1]. Stixels have also been computed over disparity images to-
gether with semantic segmentation [30]. As far as the author knows
stixels have not previously been computed by semantic segmentation
only to fuse LIDAR in order to provide a dense 3D scene model.



Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Semantic Segmentation

Within computer vision segmentation is the task of partitioning an im-
age into several coherent parts. In semantic segmentation, an image
is partitioned into semantically meaningful parts where each part is
given a predetermined class. Using deep neural network with convo-
lution layers is state of the art in semantic segmentation and shows
impressive results as can be seen in figure 2.2. In order to leverage
these methods they are researched.

Within computer vision there was a shift of paradigm when deep
neural networks became popular, and so also the field of semantic seg-
mentation. Random decision forest was a popular method before the
paradigm. Pixel classification was, in the beginning of deep learning,
done by taking small patches around every pixel and classifying this
patch by a fully connected layer in order to classify the pixel [37].

2.1.1 Fully Convolutional Neural Network

The game changed in 2014 by the work of Long, Shelhamer, and Dar-
rell [24] which showed that classification using fully connected lay-
ers on patches around pixels can be viewed as a convolution using
kernels with a size equal to the patche. The key of this observation
is that on overlapping regions of patches one can share computation
and improve efficiency. The observation was not unique to this paper
but authors had a significant increase of the state of the art result on
VOC2012 at the time. The convolution layers output spatial maps, that

8
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are reduced in spatial dimension because of pooling layers.

Figure 2.1: Long, Shelhamer, and Darrell [24]. Semantic segmentation
with convolutional layers to produce heatmaps and transposed con-
volution for upsampling.

Spatial maps are upsampled with transposed convolution to pro-
duce labelled outputs in each pixel. Since this field of research is active
the terminology differs depending on author, and transposed convolu-
tion are also called deconvolution and fractionally-strided convolution
[10]. Pooling layers results in a loss of position and in order to avoid
this authors introduce shortcut layers from higher resolution feature
maps. The network is pictured in 2.1. FCN showed how convolutions
could be used in semantic segmentation. The method lacked features
for certain applications since the efficiency does not enable online use.
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Figure 2.2: Semantic segmentation by ENet

2.1.2 Modifications of FCN

FCN created a model for semantic segmentation consisting of two steps,
first create spatial heatmaps and lower the resolution, this is often re-
ferred to as an encoder. In the second step pixel classification is created
from these heatmaps and this part in the network is referred to as a de-
coder. New models differ from FCN by modifications of the decoder.

One such Segnet network was created by Badrinarayanan, Kendall,
and Cipolla [2]. Here the decoder consists of upsamling and convolu-
tional layers followed by softmax classification to produce pixel-wise
labels. This network had more shortcut layers from the encoder to
the decoder than FCN and also differ by transferring indices from the
pooling layers. The effect was a more detailed segmentation.

Semantic segmentation in real time

Segnet was too computational heavy to enable online applications.
Pixel-wise semantic segmentation in real time requires a network with
less floating point operations. ENet (efficient neural network) was cre-
ated for this task by Paszke et al. [28] and an example result is pictured
in figure 2.2. The efficiency is based on early downsampling of the im-
age in the first layers, making the decoder size smaller. The efficiency
is further based on using dilated convolutions instead of normal con-
volution on several bottlenecks in stages that operate on the smallest
resolution.

Dilated convolution allows efficient dense feature extraction and
can be pictured in 2.3. This operation is tightly coupled to multi-scale
context aggregation [10]. Enet is the current state of the art in real time
semantic segmentation [28].

Another segmentation network for real time applications within
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Figure 2.3: Three first steps in a dilated convolution

autonomous driving was presented in [38]. This network also lever-
ages the dilated convolution to decrease processing time.

Instance Semantic segmentation

Regular semantic segmentation does not identify an individual mask
for each object within a class in images. This extension to the problem
is called instance semantic segmentation. Segmentation of individual
cars within images was presented in [6] for real time applications such
as within autonomous driving.

2.2 Perception for Autonomous Systems

Since the task of providing scene understanding is a key for applica-
tions within autonomous systems a lot of effort has been put into this
field and different approaches to the problem have been formed.

Within mobile robotics the information on the environment is often
provided by probabilistic methods that create occupancy grid maps
that represent the navigation space using sensors such as LIDARs or
stereo cameras [36]. These methods where also introduced to urban
driving in the DARPA challenge [27, 17], where teams also used ac-
curate GPS and maps. The DARPA “Grand Challenge” is a competi-
tion sponsored by the United States Department of Defense in order
to promote technological innovation in the field of unmanned ground
vehicles.

Methods of detecting objects of interest within images has been
researched within deep learning and in [11, 43] these where imple-
mented to provide understanding of objects in the scenes for autonomous
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driving. In [7, 28, 35] and [42] segmentation of images in relevant
classes is proposed as a method to provide scene understanding of
traffic.

Another approach of solving the problem for autonomous driving
is presented in [20] and [40] by using stationary cameras positioned to
observe traffic intersections from a bird eyes perspective. The scene
understanding is provided from non-parametric models that perform
activity recognition by use of optical flow to detect vehicles.

In [12] the authors argue that earlier method of detection and seg-
mentation in images lack understanding of the actual 3D scene and
the methods from bird eyes perspective have a drawback of not being
transferable to new scenes. They propose a generative model for un-
derstanding urban 3D scenes from movable platforms. Their method
infer topology, geometry and semantics to represent the surrounding
by a model that is trained with Markov chain Monte Carlo.

This work was continued to provide scene understanding for au-
tonomous driving in [14]. Here a probabilistic generative model for
understanding of multi objects is presented that reasons jointly about
the 3D scene layout, from the location, and the orientation of objects
by using video sequences. This model does not use GPS, LIDAR or
map knowledge instead it uses vehicle tracklets, vanishing points, se-
mantic labels, scene flow and occupancy grid. Likelyhood functions
are proposed and integrated in the probabilistic model for these cues,
the parameters in the model is trained using labelled data.

In [8] a method is presented to improve semantic segmentation by
using 3D scene geometric information. By using Conditional Random
fields the two sources are fused and produces a semantic segmenta-
tion both in image and of the 3D geometries. This method produces a
semantic 3D reconstruction of the scene.

The problem of sparse LIDAR have earlier been addressed and
methods trying to compensate its shortcomings by use of stereo cam-
era have been presented in [25]. Here an real time probabilistic method
is presented and is used to fuse the two sources to produce a dense
pointcloud.

In the work of [44] LIDAR and regular camera data is fused for
applications within autonomous ground vehicles. The method first
classifies regions in both pointcloud and image individually and then
fuses the data using fussy logic inference.

In [16] the authors argue that 3D modelling from images and se-
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mantic segmentation contribute information to each others task and
presents a method to solve joint segmentation and create a dense re-
construction. Here the segmentation provide information on which
surface orientation are more likely to appear at a location. The segmen-
tation benefits by lifting labelling from 2D images to 3D information
and by doing so yields regularisation. The presented method produces
classified 3D maps.

An autonomous car presented in [41] is able to operate many ma-
noeuvres such as generating and follow trajectories, lane keeping and
changing, intersection handling and detection of pedestrians, bicyclist
and workzones. The car is tested both in test fields and public roads.
The car uses GPS, IMU and wheel encoders to localises with two al-
gorithms, one performing global localisation and the other local. For
the perception system of the environment several sensors as LIDAR,
radar, camera and thermal camera are used. A hybrid fusion system
is created for these sensors to exploit their strength and compensate
their weakness.

A highly detailed map is presented in [3] for autonomous driving.
The authors introduce lanelets which are interconnected drivable road
segments that also can carry more data. Together these compose the
road network with lanes, roads and intersections to make up the map.
The map then enables to infer situations, predict their evolutions and
find routes from a current to a desired position.

2.3 Stixel Optimization

In 2009 Badino, Franke, and Pfeiffer [1] presented “The Stixel World-A
Compact Medium Level Representation of the 3D-World.” They ad-
dressed the problem of describing the surrounding for vehicles by
forming rectangular object that where computed from disparity im-
ages. The stixel world represent the world by horizontal rectangles
with a position in 3D called stixels. In 2011 Pfeiffer and Franke [31]
presented a probabilistic approach of computing the optimal segmen-
tation of these rectangles by use of dynamical programming. The rep-
resentation provids information on drivable area estimation and obsta-
cle information. They evaluated the method on both stereo disparity
and LIDAR. Their result can be seen in 2.4. The work was explained
with detail in [30].
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Figure 2.4: Long, Shelhamer, and Darrell [24]. The multi-layer Stixel
World as output from optimization. The captured scene is segmented
into planar Stixel segments that correspond to either ground or object.
Distance is represented by colormap.

In 2016 Schneider et al. [33] published “Semantic stixels: Depth is
not enough”. They expanded the stixel world to describe the world
by semantic information as well as geometric information. By us-
ing semantic segmentation methods similar to “Fully convolutional
networks for semantic segmentation” they showed that stixels could
be optimized over both disparity images and pixel classification data,
which improve performance and provid a richer understanding. Their
results are pictured in figure 2.5, where stixels caries both semantics
and depth. The authors argue that this method of scene understand-
ing differs from earlier methods as [14, 12] by providing a compact
representation that enables efficient processing for higher level tasks.
The stixels where further expanded to consider image colour as well
as semantics and stereo disparity in [5].

2.3.1 Sensors for Autonomous Driving

The earlier methods of providing understanding uses different sen-
sors to aquire information. Stixels uses stereo cameras, and within au-
tonomous driving several different sensors has been showed useful.

LIDAR

Light detection and ranging, LIDAR, sensors measure distance, and
provide information of the surrounding terrain by a set of points. Dis-
tance is computed by illuminating targets with a pulsed light and mea-
suring the time until its reflection [21].
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Figure 2.5: semantic stixel information

Figure 2.6: depth stixel information

Figure 2.7: Semantic stixels, in 2.5 the semantic information of stixels
is showed with colours for classes. In 2.6 a colour map is used to show
the depth. Figure is from [33]
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These sensors have proven useful for application within autonomous
systems. In the DARPA race of 2007, teams competed with vehicles
that had to navigate through an urban environment and adhere to
street markings, avoid vehicles and obey traffic rules. While differ-
ent sensors where used, high-definition LIDAR was used by five of
the six finishing teams including the top two [34]. Within autonomous
driving LIDAR are popular for developers.

Figure 2.8: LIDAR pointcloud

LIDAR provide information of the structures of the surrounding
terrain by many points defined in a coordinate system. The set of
points from a scan is called pointcloud. This representation of the sur-
rounding is accurate but often suffer by low density. Pointclouds has
empty regions between scanlines, where no data is acquired, as seen
in figure 2.8. The term sparse LIDAR reefer to this property. Another
disadvantage of these sensors is that they still are expensive.

Camera techniques

Within autonomous robotics 3D cameras are widely used sensors to
understand the environment. Existing 3D camera sensors use differ-
ent methods as structured light, time of flight and modulated wave-
length and they often produce both an image and pointcloud of the
surrounding [32]. While these methods perform well indoor they are
not as reliable outdoor [18], since sunlight introduces faults for these
methods. The exception is stereo cameras.
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As stereo cameras are reliable both in and outdoors, they are pop-
ular within driver assistance systems and autonomous driving. The
method uses two cameras to calculate a depth by detecting and match-
ing regions of interest in both images and by use of triangulation. This
sensor provides depth understanding at a lower cost than LIDAR.

These sensors rely on detecting regions of interests within images,
as an edge. A region that does not have any discontinuity would result
in an empty area in the provided pointcloud, this could for example be
a white wall or a single coloured truck crossing a road. Stereo cameras
are used in Tesla’s auto pilot. Interestingly one of Tesla’s car did have
a crash with truck that was crossing a road in 2016 [15]. The author
does not know why the car crashed and will not speculate, however
there is a need to use different type of sensors for autonomous driving
to have robust operation.

2.4 Camera LIDAR Calibration

A combined use of camera and LIDAR has been popular within robotics.
Dense colour information from cameras compliments shortcomings
from sparse LIDAR depth. Fusion of these two sources requires knowl-
edge of the relative position and orientation between the sensors. This
enables transformation of data between the sources. The method of
finding a six degree of freedom transformation is called calibration of
the sensors. This can be done by hand but automatic calibration meth-
ods are known and benefit from being less tedious. In Levinson et
al. [22] an automatic online method of calibrating camera and LIDAR
sensors is presented and evaluated. Authors define a cost function
by measuring how good depth discontinuities in the pointcloud align
with edges in the image. By using gradient descent with the cost the
local best parameters of a calibration are calculated. Also an online
miscalibration detection and correction method is presented, which
provide recalibration if the previous calibration no longer suffice.

In the work of Velas et al. [39] an automatic method is presented.
Here the authors uses a marker board with four holes. The six degrees
of freedom are calculated by identifying circles, and Hough transform
is used for this task in image and Ransac in pointcloud. The calibration
is done by two steps, a first rough calibration to find the translation
based on circle centres. The second step makes a local search around
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earlier translation to find orientation. The performance of the estima-
tion is determined based on how good LIDAR points with depth dis-
continuities correspond to edges in the image.

In Liu, Lin, and Gong [23] the extrinsic calibration is formulated as
a nonlinear least square problem. By the use of triangular objects the
problem can be set up with geometric constraints. They evaluate this
method by real and simulated data, and show good results in colour-
ing the pointcloud from the camera image.

2.5 Dataset

In order to use any classification methods based on learning one need
labelled data. The Kitti and Cityscapes are two datasets that enables
research in autonomous driving.

The Kitti dataset consist of recorded sensor data for different traffic
scenes which in total consists of six hours of driving [13]. The data
was collected by equipping an VW stationvagon with stereo, high res-
olution color and greyscale cameras. Also an Velodyne-64E LIDAR is
mounted that provides a 360 degrees view around the car. A GPS/IMU
inertial navigation system is used for positioning system. The data is
calibrated, synchronised and timestamped and cover situations from
freeways to innercity scenes. After releasing the dataset some part of
the scenes has been hand labelled in both LIDAR and camera data and
enables learning methods.

The Cityscapes dataset contains pixelwise hand labelled images of
traffic situations. This data enables training and evaluation of semantic
segmentation networks, where 50 different cities are recorded [4]. The
dataset is unique in capturing complex traffic situations and comprise
many relevant labelled categories for classes. The classes are shown in
figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9: From [4], the number of finely annotated pixels to associ-
ated class in the Cityscapes dataset
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Methods

3.1 Choices for a Dense Scene Model

In order to create a scene model for the RCV different alternative meth-
ods do exist. The method of describing and representing traffic in 2D
images as in [11, 43] is not sufficient in creating a scene model for au-
tonomous driving since they lack an understanding of the 3D world
[12].

The methods in [14, 12, 8, 16] produces a detailed understanding
of the environment but the representation is not compact and would
complicate for further higher level tasks to function online, as argued
in [33].

Instead stixels as used in [5] provide a compact representation that
enable higher level tasks to operate online by efficient processing. The
method of using rectangular semantic segment in an image as in figure
2.5 could be used to provide a dense scene understanding. The stixel
world simplifies the 3D geometries of the world into vertical and hor-
izontal rectangles. They segments the image into objects. For a stixel
segment one could reason about a depth model within it, which could
be used to provide dense depth information. For example an rectangle
mapped to a class such as "road", and by assuming it has a straight flat
plan depte ash model, the pointcloud in that region could be densed.

Other segmentation techniques than rectangular objects could be
used to make a similar reasoning. One alternative is super pixels.
However the scene understanding would benefit if segments could
identify different instances of objects and provide a unique depth model
for each of them. This is pictured in figure 3.1 where two alternative

20
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segmentations of a column is shown.
The method of stixels has been shown in [33] to compute the seg-

mentation of the ideal case in figure 3.1, by using both semantic data
and stereo disparity.

The method of computing stixels may be extended to optimize the
segments over both semantic segmentation and LIDAR. The idea is
that by computing segments of the two sources we can reach the seg-
mentation in figure 3.1. Another advantage is that this should make
the segmentation more accurate and compensate for mislabelled pix-
els in the semantic segmentation. This would be done by reasoning
whether the depth model provided by the LIDAR corresponds to the
class from semantic segmentation. As an example, consider a rectan-
gular segment with two LIDAR points in it which indicates that the
segment corresponds to a horizontal class, we could then consider
horizontal classes from the semantic segmentation to be more likely.
Classes as "road" and "sidewalk" increase while the class "car" is less
likely.

The stixel method is selected for the reasons of identifying different
instances of object in the scene in a robust way and provide a scene
model of both position and semantics in a compact way. Computing
stixels by means of dynamical programming is selected for the same
reasons.

However during the implementation of stixels it proved hard to
reason about a cost in the dynamical programming given the LIDAR
data for stixel segments. The LIDAR is sparse with 16 scanlines which
makes different cases occur, as feasible segments have either no, one
or many points from the LIDAR projected into them. It was hard to
define a differentiable cost for these cases that resulted in a good seg-
mentation. Due to time constraint the stixels method was therefor im-
plemented to be computed using semantic segmentation only.

3.2 Details on the Semantic Stixel

In order to fuse semantic segmentation with LIDAR, stixels are se-
lected.

In [30] stixels computed over stereo disparity are defined, derived,
implemented and evaluated. In sub chapters 3.3.2, 3.3.3, 3.3.4 and 3.3.5
this method is modified to compute stixels over semantic segmenta-
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Figure 3.1: The blue line across the image mark an example column,
next to is an ideal segmentation and to it’s right is an undesirable one
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tion. Stixels are presented similar to steps in [30] to clearly show how
to expand the work by considering many semantic classes.

3.3 Stixels

The method of computing stixels is a way of segmenting an image into
rectangular objects. This is done by cutting an image into columns that
are handled independently of others. Each column is segmented by
computing a set of rectangles that are fitted to classes of information
in the column.

3.3.1 Definition

Given an image I of size w× h and its pixel level classification LC, size
w × h × l, stixel labelling of the image corresponds to a column wise
segmentation L ∈ L of I into classes of C in the following form of 3.1.

L = {Lu | 0 ≤ u < w}
Lu = {sn | 1 ≤ n ≤ Nu ≤ h}
sn = (vbn, v

t
n, cn), with 0 ≤ vbn ≤ vtn < h− 1, cn ∈ C

(3.1)

Here the number of segments that an image column u carries is given
by Nu. A single segment is called stixel and its beginning and end is
defined by image row coordinates vbn (base) and vtn (top). Every stixel
belongs to one class cn, such as road, sidewalk, pedestrian and others.
Stixels do not overlap each other and are not extended outside the
image, two stixel neighbours sn and sn−1 are also adjacent and such
carry the bounds as in 3.2. By 3.2 every image pixel is guarantied to be
assigned to exactly one stixel.

0 = vb1 ≤ vt1 < . . . < vbNu ≤ vtNu = h− 1

with vtn−1 + 1 = vbn, 1 < n ≤ Nu,
(3.2)

3.3.2 Formulation as MAP Problem

In order to solve for the best labelling L the problem is formulated as
a MAP estimation problem. Given a measurement Z, P (L|Z) is the
probability for a certain label L given Z. The best labelling known is
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the most likely L∗ such that 3.3 holds.

L∗ = argmax
L∈L

P (L | Z) (3.3)

Since knowledge about P (L | Z) is hard, we use Bayes theorem 3.4
to reformulate the problem based on our semantic segmentation to 3.5.
Here P (LC | L) expresses the probability for the ENet to compute the
semantic segmentation LC given stixels in L. The other term P (L) is
the overall probability for each individual labelling L and will carry
constrains as in 3.2.

P (L | Z) = P (Z | L)P (L)
P (Z)

(3.4)

P (L | LC) ∝ P (LC | L)P (L) (3.5)

To find an explicit expression for 3.5 the terms P (LC|L) and P (L)

need further formulation and in order to continue the following as-
sumptions are made. First we will consider each pixel classification
in LC to be independent of each other. This is not true, since pixels
do depend on their neighbours but in order to lower the complexity
of the problem this is a necessary step. We split up LC into columns

Cu so that Cu(v) =
u∗ws+ws−1∑

u∗ws

LC(u, v) and consider these columns in-

dependent of each other. With this assumption we can formulate the
data term as in 3.6.

P (LC | L) = P (C0, . . . , Cwu−1 | L)
= P (C0 | L) · P (C1 | L,C0) · P (C2 | L,C0, C2)·
. . . · P (Cwu−1 | L,C0, . . . , Cwu−2)

∼ P (C0 | L) · P (C1 | L) · . . . · P (Cwu−1 | L)

=
wu−1∏
u=0

P (Cu|L)

(3.6)

In 3.7 the column wise classification Cu is considered independent
of other labelling columns, Li where i 6= u. By considering these
columns in Lu to be independent we can formulate the term P (L) as
in 3.8.

P (LC | L) =
wu−1∏
u=0

P (Cu|L) =
wu−1∏
u=0

P (Cu|L1, . . . , Lwu−1) ∼
wu−1∏
u=0

P (Cu|Lu)

(3.7)
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P (L) = P (L0, . . . , Lwu−1)

= P (L0) · P (L1|L0) · . . . · P (Lwu−1|L0, . . . , Lwu−2)

∼
wu−1∏
u=0

P (Lu)

(3.8)

The labelling problem is then formulated in 3.9 by the use of 3.8
and 3.7, and we see that each column can be computed independently
of each other and therefor in parallel.

P (L|LC) ∼
wu−1∏
u=0

P (Cu|Lu) · P (Lu) (3.9)

3.3.3 Data term

The conditional probability density P (Cu|Lu) rates the likelihood of a
column of pixel classification given a set of stixels in the labelling Lu.
In this section we define this term. The term Cu consists of a columns
of pixels with a probability for a certain classes in every pixel. One
pixel prediction is given by Cu(v) = civ where i ∈ C denotes the class
index and v denotes the row index in the column.

P (Cu|Lu) = P (ci0, . . . , c
i
h−1|Lu)

= P (ci0|Lu) · P (ci1, . . . , cih−1|Lu, c
i
0) · . . . · P (cih−1|Lu, c

i
0, . . . , c

i
h−2)

∼
h−1∏
v=0

P (civ|Lu)

(3.10)
Since pixel classification is considered independently we formulate

3.10 and mutual dependency of civ will only exist within a stixel seg-
ment sn this gives 3.11 and we get 3.13.

P (Cu|Lu) =
h−1∏
v=0

P (civ|Lu)

=
h−1∏
v=0

P (civ|s1, . . . , sNu)

=
h−1∏
v=0

{
P (civ|s1, . . . , sNu) if vbn ≤ v ≤ vtn

0 otherwise

(3.11)
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P (Cu|Lu) =
Nu∏
n=1

vtn∏
v=vbn

P (civ|sn) (3.12)

The term P (civ|sn) is computed by using the pixel classification from
the semantic segmentation.

P (civ|sn) = P (civ|vbn, vtn, cn) =


vtn∑

v=vbn

civ if i = cn

0 otherwise

(3.13)

3.3.4 A Priori Terms

Next the term P (Lu) rates the probability for a certain set of segments
sn where Lu = {s1, s2, . . . , sNu}. The term can be expressed as in 3.14.

P (Lu) = P (s1, . . . , sNu)

= P (s1) · P (s2|s1) · . . . · P (sNu |s1, . . . , sNu−1)

∼ P (s1) ·
Nu∏
n=2

P (sn|sn−1)
(3.14)

For the term P (s1) it is expressed as in 3.15. The base of the stixel
must start at the bottom of the image and therefor P (vt1|vb1) is just P (vt1).
The semantic class cn could depend on vbn and vtn, since a bottom seg-
ment in the image is unlikely to belong to the class sky for instance.
However defining these probabilities is tedious for many classes and
classes are defined by the segmentation network which would result
in redefining these depending on the network. For this reason the au-
thor decided to refrain from making the class depend on the bottom
an top of a stixel segment.

P (s1) = P (vb1, v
t
1, c1) = P (vb1) · P (vt1|vb1) · P (c1|vb1, vt1)

∼ P (vb1) · P (vt1) · P (c1)
(3.15)

The terms in 3.15 is defined in 3.16, 3.17. We know that the bottom
must be fixed on the beginning of the image. The top of the segment
must lay somewhere on the image and the class must belong to one of
the classes.

P (vb1) =

{
1 if vb1 = 0

0 otherwise
(3.16)
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P (vt1) = h−1

P (cn) = l−1
(3.17)

Stixel segments depend on each and the dependence is modelled
by P (sn|sn−1). A segment starts one pixel above it’s previous neigh-
bour. The top of a segment should be higher than its bottom. Last
it is unlikely to have two stixels of the same class next to each other,
by constant α this is regulated. These dependencies are modelled by
equation 3.18 and terms are expressed in 3.19, 3.20 and 3.21.

P (sn|sn−1) = P (vbn, v
t
n, cn|vbn−1, vtn−1, cn−1)

= P (vbn|vbn−1, vtn−1, cn−1) · P (vtn, cn|vbn, vbn−1, vtn−1, cn−1)
= P (vbn|vbn−1, vtn−1, cn−1) · P (cn|vbn, vbn−1, vtn−1, cn−1)
· P (vtn|cn, vbn, vbn−1, vtn−1, cn−1)
∼ P (vbn|vtn−1) · P (cn|cn−1) · P (vtn|vbn)

(3.18)

P (vbn|vtn−1) =
{

1 if vbn = vtn−1 + 1

0 otherwise
(3.19)

P (cn|cn−1) =
{

α if cn−1 = cn
1− α otherwise

(3.20)

P (vtn|vbn) =

{
1

h−vbn
if vbn < vtn

0 otherwise
(3.21)

The steps above follow the work in [30]. We see that probabilities
in equation 3.20 and 3.13 differs and changes how the cost function in
3.22 is defined.

3.3.5 Dynamical Programming

Dynamical programming (DP) is an optimisation method that breaks
a problem down into several sub-problems, solves each one and store
there solutions. If a subproblem reoccurs the stored solution is used
rather than recomputing it again. DP guaranties an optimal solution,
and by so there is no risk of getting stuck in a local minimum. The al-
gorithm minimises a cost function within its steps, this function is ex-
pressed based on the earlier probabilities defined in sub-chapter 3.3.4,
3.3.3 and can be seen in equation 3.22. The method of implementing
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DP also follows the method in [30] with modifications to handle more
classes. This method of compute stixels is selected since it provides an
optimal solution and enables real time use.

Cost function

Maximising the probability P (L|LC) is equal to minimising the neg-
ative of its log-likelihood. Possible numerical errors occurring from
small magnitudes is avoided by this choice and to express the cost by
a sum is preferred for implementation.

J(vt, vb, cn) = − log(P (L|LC)) ∼ − log

( wu−1∏
u=0

P (Cu|Lu) · P (Lu)

)

= −
wu−1∑
u=0

log(P (Cu|Lu))−
wu−1∑
u=0

log(P (Lu))

(3.22)

Optimal substructure

In order to use DP the problem needs to have a certain character. The
problem must exhibit a discrete nature or be converted to a discrete
problem, for our case this is met since both our image and pixel clas-
sification are discrete. The problem must also be expressed as a com-
bination of sub-problems. This chapter indulges this property for our
problem.

In cost function 3.22 we see that each column is independent and
can be calculated in parallel. The focus will now be on considering
one column Cu and defining the sub-problems in order to achieve Lu.
By starting at the bottom row of the column and by iterating step by
step upwards to the top, subproblems is defined for every row. A sub-
problem on one row will be able to use earlier defined subproblem on
a row below it. Let Jn denote the set of costs from the first pixel 0, to
pixel n. The terms Dn

i denote the minimum cost for an optimal set of
segments from 0 to n where the last (top) segment (stixel) belongs to
class i. The term dk,li is the cost for a segment starting just below pixel
k and ending above pixel l, where the segment belongs to class i. For
the bottom pixel the cost is then as in 3.23.

J0 =
{
D0

0, D
0
1, . . . , D

0
l

}
=
{
d0,00 , d0,01 , . . . , d0,0l

}
(3.23)
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For the second pixel the cost is show in 3.24. Here the term c(d,D)

models the cost of connected stixels. Notice that we make use of the
earlier cost computed for our first pixel.

J1 =
{
D1

0, D
1
1, . . . , D

1
l

}

D1
0 = min



d0,10

d1,10 + c(d1,10 , D0
0) +D0

0

d1,10 + c(d1,10 , D0
1) +D0

1
...
d1,10 + c(d1,10 , D0

l ) +D0
l

D1
1 = min



d0,11

d1,11 + c(d1,21 , D0
0) +D0

0

d1,11 + c(d1,21 , D0
1) +D0

1
...
d1,11 + c(d1,21 , D0

l ) +D0
l

...

D2
l = min



d0,1l

d1,1l + c(d1,1l , D0
0) +D0

0

d1,1l + c(d1,1l , D0
1) +D0

1
...
d1,1l + c(d1,1l , D0

l ) +D0
l

(3.24)
The sequence for continue walking up in the column is expressed

in 3.25.
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Jn =
{
Dn

1 , D
n
2 , . . . , D

n
l

}

Dn
i = min



d0,ni

d1,ni + c(d1,ni , D0
0) +D0

0

d1,ni + c(d1,ni , D0
1) +D0

1
...
d1,ni + c(d1,ni , D0

l ) +D0
l

...
dn,ni + c(dn,ni , Dn−1

0 ) +Dn−1
0

dn,ni + c(dn,ni , Dn−1
1 ) +Dn−1

1
...
dn,ni + c(dn,ni , Dn−1

l ) +Dn−1
l

(3.25)

Cost table and Backtracking

The optimal segmentation of a column u is achieved by computing min

Jh−1 = min
{
Dh−1

1 , Dh−1
2 , . . . , Dh−1

l

}
in 3.25. This is done by computing

a cost table. A cost table is made for every column and built by iter-
ations though the image rows. The size of every cost table is h × l.
For efficiency another index table is created to store the row coordi-
nates and class of stixels and has the same size as the cost table. This
ensures that the information of segments are chained with their corre-
sponding cost which allows the optimal segmentation of a column to
be retrieved.

An example with a image of eight pixels and a segmentation net-
work that provides three classes is shown in figure 3.2. On row 8 of
the cost table the minimum cost is c8sky in the corresponding index ta-
ble the class 1 and the row index 6 is stored. This means that the first
stixel is of class sky and is segmented from pixel 8 to 6. Also the 1

carries the information that the minimum cost on row 6 belongs to the
class obj and we should look at that corresponding index in the index
table. The step continues until we reach the bottom then the optimal
segmentation is reached.
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Figure 3.2: Example of cost and index table in [30]

3.4 Pinhole Camera Model and LIDAR Cam-
era Fusion

The Camera and LIDAR are calibrated by hand and the relative posi-
tion is used to transform data from the LIDAR coordinate system to
coordinate system of the camera. In the camera coordinate system 3D
points are projected into the image coordinate system by using pin-
hole camera projection equation as in 3.26. And for image points that
corresponds to a 3D projection the z coordinate is stored as a depth.

u = fx
x

z
+ cx

v = fy
y

z
+ cy

(3.26)

Stixels and dense depth understanding

In order to let our stixel carry depth information we expand the earlier
definition 3.1 to also carry a depth d(v) in the image height v ∈ vbn, vtn.
A stixel is then defined as 3.27 and this chapter defines this depth d(v).
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Figure 3.3: Pinhole camera model and camera coordinate system

sn = (vbn, v
t
n, cn, d(v)) (3.27)

This depth could define the depth to a 3D point in the radial di-
rection within a spherical coordinate system. A good choice is to let
d(v) just carry the z coordinate from our 3D point since by the use of
equation 3.26 we can use the inverse transform back to the 3D point by
the use of u, v and z which is an interesting property. By the method in
3.4 we have a sparse depth in some pixels within the stixel. In order to
dense the depth understanding, stixels are handled in different cases
depending on the number of 3D points projected into the stixel and
its semantic class. First if a stixel does not have any 3D point mapped
inside its image region, no depth information will be given to this seg-
ment. Stixels are divided into vertical and horizontal based on their
semantic class. For vertical stixels the depth d(v) is calculated by the
median of z values from projected 3D points. Given that l number of
3D point are projected into a stixel, depth is given by 3.28. The me-
dian is selected over the mean since it is more robust against noise.
The LIDAR is not noisy but the stixel segments may have small faults
in segmenting objects in the image such as slightly overextend the ob-
jects. This fault could then make LIDAR point being projected into the
stixel that does not correspond to the object the stixel represent. For
this type of error the median is more robust of than the the mean and
it is therefor selected.

d(v) = median(z1, z2, . . . , zl) v ∈ {vbn, vtn} (3.28)

For stixels that belong to a horizontal class and have more than
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one 3D projection, dense depth is calculated with linear interpolation.
Given two 3D points with their image projection inside a stixel as in
3.29, stixel depth d(v) is calculated by 3.30. For stixels with more than
two points the same method is used.

(x1, y1, z1)→ (u1, v1)

(x2, y2, z2)→ (u2, v2)
(3.29)

d(v) = z1 + (v − v1) ·
z2 − z1
v2 − v1

, v ∈ {vbn, vtn} (3.30)

Since linear interpolation can not reason about depth within hori-
zontal stixels with only one 3D point mapped to them, we define an-
other d(v) for this case. By using the 3D point (x1, y1, z1) and a prede-
fined normal orthogonal to the ground plane (a, b, c) a plane equation
3.31 is calculated. Depth is then given to pixels within the stixel by
calculating where the ray from the pixel intersect this plane by using
3.31 and 3.26. In this way d(v) is defined as in 3.32

ax+ by + cz = dp (3.31)

d(v) =
dp

a
fx
u− a

fx
cx +

b
fy
v − b

fy
cy + c

v ∈ {vbn, vtn} (3.32)

With the definitions of 3.28, 3.30 and 3.32 and by not calculating a
depth for stixels without 3D projected points, depth is defined for all
feasible situations.
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Implementation

4.1 Camera LIDAR Mounting

The Velodyne LIDAR puck VLP-16 is selected because of its accuracy
and price. This sensor has sixteen scan lines and the produced point-
cloud is pictured in figure 2.8. The Prosilica GT 1260 camera is selected
since it provides a high frame rate and good resolution.

The LIDAR are mounted on top of the camera, see figure 4.1. The
set up uses the Research Construction Vehicle (RCV) at the Integrated
Research and Transportation Lab at KTH. Sensors are connected by a
Ethernet network and implemented as publishers in ROS. By the use
of the RCV sensor data is recorded.

For the calibration of sensors, the automatic calibration method
from [39] was implemented. However the calibration did not provide
sufficient results on the relative position between the sensors. Instead
the sensors where calibrated by hand tuning the parameters of posi-
tion and orientation until a correct alignment of the pointcloud projec-
tion in the image was achieved. The relative position and orientation
was used to define coordinate systems for each sensor using the TF
library within ROS.

4.2 Semantic Segmentation and Stixels

The deep learning library Caffe was integrated in ROS and the Enet
network was implemented with weights trained on the cityscapes dataset.
For extensive explanation on the details of this network see [28]. Enet

34
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Figure 4.1: Camera and LIDAR mounting

was selected since it is the most efficient and therefor fastest existing
method for fine semantic segmentation.

By implementing a subscriber to process a synchronised image and
point cloud the stixel method is computed within its callback function.
In the first step the image is pushed through Enet and the semantic
segmentation is produced. Then stixels are computed as in chapter 3
by use of the pixel classification. Here we use the following parame-
ters, the height and width is set to (h,w) = (512, 1024) pixels to enable a
fast pixel classification but keep details in the image. The width of stix-
els and columns in the segmentation is set to eigth pixels, ws = 8 which
gives a number of wu = 128 columns to segment into stixels. The pa-
rameter α in 3.20 is tested for different values and a good segmentation
is reached by giving α = e−0.03, and the term 1 − α in equation 3.20 is
set to e−0.005, instead of 1 − e−0.03. With these values new stixel seg-
ments are penalised in the cost and new segments of the same class
are penalised more. This gives a smoothing effect that makes stixels
more likely to segment objects with one stixel in the height direction
instead of many.

The LIDAR pointcloud is transformed and projected into the stixels
by TF transform and pinhole camera model in ROS. Using this projec-
tion the dense depth is calculated for each stixels by the method in
chapter 3.4. All steps are implemented with c++ code.
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Results

5.1 A Dense Scene Understanding

The system processes a recorded stream of data and the video can be
seen by this link: https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B5_
8OL02KNUWNXBuSWhnTzJHWEE.

In [30] and [5] the methods of using stixels has been shown to en-
able online applications and that the compact representation of stixels
support higher levels of online algorithms. This work indicates that
a dense scene model can be provided also from sparse LIDAR by the
method presented here. In the following examples the scene model is
shown and compared to the earlier pointcloud.

In figure 5.1 the sparse pointcloud from the VLP-16 lidar is shown
from a traffic scene on KTH campus. Two cars in the scene are present
in the pointcloud but represented with few points, the left car is rep-
resented by points from two scan lines. In figure 5.2 the segmenta-
tion with rectangles (stixels) is shown, these rectangles are computed
from the semantic segmentation. The stixels label the world by verti-
cal and horizontal rectangles, where every rectangle has a top and a
bottom. The rectangular segments make up the 3D scene model which
are showed in figure 5.3. A stixel models the world as a continuous
object from top to bottom. However, in the figures each stixel is repre-
sented by a number of points that correspond to the number of pixels
covered by the stixel in the original image. Thereby indicating how
dense is the information they are computed from. The effect from the
interpolation can be seen in the image as the stixels provide a dense
scene model. The two cars are identified and positioned with a dense
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representation. Also the road and house are retrieved with a dense
representation. We see that some classes are not correctly identified
and positioned in the scene, the sidewalk is one example. The stixels
are here computed using the semantic segmentation network Enet and
for its benchmarks see [28]. The figure 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 indicates that the
rectangular segments with the interpolation of depth provide a dense
3D scene model of surroundings.

Another example is provided in figure 5.4 where two pedestrians
are present in the scene albeit they are not well represented by points.
We also see that the pointcloud captures less information on the dis-
tance than the vicinity. The distant cars are represented by few points
in the pointcloud. In the 3D representation we see that pedestrians are
represented by many more points. A dense representation is also pro-
vided of the cars in the distance. The house wall is also provided with
a dense representation. This indicates that we can retrieve dense infor-
mation of the 3D surroundings from the sparse LIDAR using semantic
segmentation.

In figure 5.10 LIDAR rays are scattered on the hood and windows
of the car on the left which results in few points being retrieved of
the car. To the right another car is represented by few scan lines. The
stixels’ segmentation provides a scene model as in figure 5.11 and in
the 3D representation the cars are provided with dense blue points.
In the distant right of the image cars are captured with a dense un-
derstanding, despite that the LIDAR provides only few points. The
three pedestrians in the scene are captured sparsely by the pointcloud,
a dense representation of them is given by the method and seen in 5.12
by red colour. The method captures the different distances by the three
pedestrians, however, we see that it is hard to identify on how many
they are in the scene model provided by stixels.
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Figure 5.1: LIDAR pointcloud

Figure 5.2: Camera Picture

Figure 5.3: 3D scene understanding from computed stixels
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Figure 5.4: LIDAR pointcloud

Figure 5.5: Camera Picture

Figure 5.6: 3D scene understanding from computed stixels
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Figure 5.7: LIDAR pointcloud

Figure 5.8: Camera Picture

Figure 5.9: 3D scene understanding from computed stixels
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Figure 5.10: LIDAR pointcloud

Figure 5.11: Camera Picture

Figure 5.12: 3D scene understanding from computed stixels
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5.2 Stixel Representation of Semantics

Two often used metrics within classification and pattern recognition is
precision and recall these are also called positive predicted value and
sensitivity. Precision is the fraction of relevant instances among the
retrieved instances, true positive divided by true and false positive.
The recall is the fraction of relevant instances retrieved over the total
amount of relevant instances, true positives divided by both true pos-
itives and false negatives. Given the class "road", the precision will be
the correctly predicted road pixels divided by all predicted road pix-
els. Which measures how likely our prediction is to be true. While the
recall is the correctly predicted road pixels divided by total amount of
road pixels, a measure of how likely road pixels are to be predicted as
road. The F-value or the harmonic mean between the precision and
recall is a measurement that is approximately the mean of the two and
is calculated as F = 2 precision∗recall

precision+recall
.

The stixel method was selected mainly for two reasons, first the
method was intended to identify instances of object, second the repre-
sentation was compact. In figure 5.13 the pixel classification is pictured
and below in figure 5.14 is the computed stixels. One reason for using
the stixel representation is that it is compact, however such a represen-
tation could lose information on surrounding.

In the computation of stixels, columns with a few stixels is consid-
ered more likely than many. This has a smoothing effect and favours
stixels with a higher height. This is done so stixels do not break for
just a few pixels with a different classification in a segment. An ob-
ject should be segmented with stixels starting at bottom of the object
and ending at the top. The effect of this smoothing can be seen in
5.13, at the bottom right a few pixels are classed as sidewalk (pink)
within the road. In figure 5.14 these pixels are not segmented by small
stixels instead the method selects stixels classed as road to continue
over these pixels. If objects instead was segmented with several small
stixels this method would not be able to create a dense understanding.
This smoothing is done to ensure objects are segmented with one stixel
in the horizontal direction.

To measure how the stixels capture information from the semantic
segmentation the precision and recall are calculated for classes repre-
sentation in the movie. The precision and recall are calculated using
the pixelwise classification as true reference from the semantic seg-
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mentation. At two instances in the movie the semantic segmentation
perform poor, first when sunlight directly hit the lens of the camera
and overexpose colours, and second when the camera films the bright
white house. In order to evaluate how stixels keeps information from
the pixel classification of traffic scenes, the prediction and recall is mea-
sured for a hundred frames from the movie. The frames are selected
after the white house when the car drives in traffic.

The F-value or harmonic mean between prediction and recall is cal-
culated. The F-value is pictured in figure 5.15 for the classes "road",
"building" and "sky". We see that the stixels captures the information
well for the class "road" and "sky" from the semantic segmentation.
The class house has a F-value with probability between 0.75 − 0.96.
The class house has the lower result 0.75 for the 244 computation of
stixels this frame is pictured in figure 5.19, and the pixel classification
in 5.18, we see that for the class house there are many small regions
classed as house in the middle of the image.

In figure 5.16 the precision and recall are pictured for the two classes
"sign" and "car". For both these classes the probability deviates be-
tween computations. The class "car" has an F-value between 0.5−0.96,
where the 0.5 result is obtained for frame 209, this frame is pictured in
5.20 and 5.21. In this frame we see that the cars are at a distance from
the camera and small in the image. The method do produce stixels
for the cars but lose some details from the pixel classification and that
together with having a few pixels represented as cars provide a lower
F-value. For this frame onwards the cars do get closer and we see how
the F-value increase after this frame in figure 5.16. The class sign has
an F-value between 0.47− 0.83.

In figure 5.17 the two classes of "pedestrian" and "vegetation" are
measured. The vegetation has an F-value between 0.24 − 0.92, if we
look at the vegetation in figure 5.18, 5.20 the shape is cloud like which
gives some errors for the stixels. For the first computations in figure
5.17 the F-value is low, for these frames the vegetation is far away from
the camera and small in the images which can be seen in figure 5.20.
The class pedestrian has a F-value between 0.16− 0.91.
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Figure 5.13: Pixelwise Classification from semantic network

Figure 5.14: Stixels pictured with colour in corresponding image
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Figure 5.15: F-value for classes Road, Sky and Building

Figure 5.16: F-value for classes Signs and Cars

Figure 5.17: F-value for classes Three and Pedestrian
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Figure 5.18: Pixel classification of frame 244

Figure 5.19: Stixel computation of frame 244
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Figure 5.20: Pixel classification of frame 209

Figure 5.21: Stixel computation of frame 209
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5.3 Scene Model for the RCV

The system will be used on the RCV and it would therefor be interest-
ing to examine how the scene model corresponds to the environment.
Computed stixels from one frame in the video 5.1 are compared to
hand made stixels that serves as a reference of a correct representa-
tion.

The stixel computation is dependent on the performance of the
semantic segmentation, this work uses the network in [28]. Enet is
benchmarked on different datasets including cityscapes [28]. It is in-
teresting to see how the scene model from stixels manage to capture
surroundings around KTH campus for the RCV. The scene model is
dependent on an accurate segmentation of the image into stixels. Since
a horizontal or vertical depth model is created for every stixel segment
it is important that the stixel accurately overlap the object it describes.
If a stixel would overlap two different objects the scene model will
see these as one object and describe them by either a flat or horizontal
depth model. If two stixels however correctly segments the two objects
the accuracy from the LIDAR will make the depth model accurate and
so also the scene model. It is therefor interesting to see how accurate
the segmentation of the image into stixels is when using pixel classifi-
cation from Enet trained on cityscapes and capturing the surrounding
with cameras and LIDARs on the RCV.

In figure 5.22 the hand made stixels are showed and below in 5.23
the computed stixels is represented. Pixels in the hand made stixels are
a correct reference and pixels in the computed stixels are predictions.

In figure 5.25 and 5.26 we can see the precision and recall for each
class in our frame. We see that the class road have high probability
in both which is favourable. A poor recall for this class would lead to
bad planning or an inability for a vehicle to follow a certain path. A
poor precision could make the car drive outside the actual road. The
class person is important to detect in order for the RCV to drive in
surrounding with people. This class has a high recall so pedestrians
will be pictured in the scene however since the precision is not that
accurate the acquired LIDAR data in segments may not express a cor-
rect depth. This can be pictured in figure 5.24 where red stixels for the
pedestrian to the rigth has been mapped to the wall of the house since
this depth was the median of all LIDAR point in that segment. For the
class car we see a good results. For the classes sign and sidewalk the
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performance is lower than the others. In the bottom of the image we
have pixels that are wrongly classified since some part of the vehicle
is inside the image. This error affects the stixels precision and recall in
these measurements.
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Figure 5.22: LIDAR pointcloud

Figure 5.23: Camera Picture

Figure 5.24: 3D scene understanding from computed stixels
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Figure 5.25: Class Precision, probability a pixel within a predicted seg-
ment is classed correct.

Figure 5.26: Class Recall, probability that a pixel will be predicted
within a segment of the same class.
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Discussion

6.1 Thoughts on Result

This work indicates that stixels computed using semantic segmenta-
tion are useful for reasoning about the depth of empty regions within
sparse LIDAR and do provide a dense scene model. The original idea
was to optimize stixels on both LIDAR and semantic segmentation but
it showed hard to reason with sparse LIDAR. In the work of [30] stix-
els are computed over LIDAR data using a LIDAR with sixty four scan
lines. The author believes it is significantly easier to compute stixels
over this data since it is dense. It would be interesting to implement
this method for such a sensor to compute stixels over both LIDAR and
semantic segmentation by adding modifications to the cost function to
consider LIDAR data. This would make the scene model more robust,
and also enable a denser scene model than the original pointcloud.

The information from the semantic segmentation was represented
well in the stixels for classes which in general have big segments such
as "road", "house", "sky". For classes that usually have smaller seg-
ments as "signs" the stixels do lose some information. Also pedestri-
ans at long distances get small segments and then information is lost.
For these examples it can be seen that stixels do not manage to rep-
resent small details. This is due to the smoothing effect that makes
stixels a bit robust to small changes for certain pixels. However this
smoothing is needed to ensure that stixels segments object with one
stixel in the height direction and not more. If stixels would segment
objects with many small stixels it would be hard to create a dense un-
derstanding since some stixels would not receive LIDAR points. The

52
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effect of smoothing can be tuned to the accuracy of the semantic seg-
mentation.

This work indicates that this method of using semantic segmen-
tation could be useful to provide scene understanding for the RCV
when continuing autonomous development with tasks such as map-
ping, path planning, drivable area estimation. The method is highly
dependent on a robust segmentation network. In the beginning of the
movie 5.1 there is a short time where the camera get sunlight directly
into the lens, this results in a overexposure of colours that make the se-
mantic segmentation produce poorly for these frames. This makes our
method produce incorrect stixels where especially the road is wrongly
classed. For these reasons it is interesting to see how the provided
scene model would be more robust if computed over both LIDAR and
semantic segmentation. This has been researched into details by the
use of stereo cameras but not with LIDAR data. The author put time
into computing the stixels over both LIDAR depth and semantic seg-
mentation but it was hard to reason with the sparse data, and it could
not be roughly investigated due to time limits.

Within autonomous driving, work is being put into creating maps
where 3D information is provided around drivable areas [26]. These
maps needs to be compact since they will be stored in cloud solutions
and transferred to vehicles to be processed [19]. The method of pro-
viding a dense and compact scene model by fusing semantic segmen-
tation and LIDAR could be used for creating these maps.

LIDAR is an expensive sensor especially ones providing dense point-
cloud. An alternative method is proposed here that uses cheaper LI-
DAR versions but still provide a dense scene. For the future of au-
tonomous driving sensor systems with scene understanding must be
robust and be able to detect if they do fail to correctly represent sur-
roundings. Promising methods of enable this is to build two parallel
system one with camera and another with LIDAR. If both do not pro-
vide the same scene, the system can determine the scene is uncertain.
In this case this method of fusing semantics from camera to LIDAR
could serve to compare the two world representations.
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6.2 Thoughts on Ethics

Accidents occur in traffic and raise ethical questions. So far the ethi-
cal choices have mostly been overlooked when human drivers are in-
volved, since they are not in a position to reflect on their choices when
urgently trying to avoid an accident. However for autonomous driv-
ing the situation changes when engineers construct the system to take
decisions for various situations before they occur. The answers to these
ethical dilemmas are likely to depend on who provides the answer.
Different scenarios can be foreseen. If, in a first scenario, the manu-
facture and engineers constructing the vehicle determines how dam-
ages should be reduces at accidents, it is likely that the manufacturer
priorities the safety of the vehicle’s passengers. If autonomous driv-
ing becomes expensive and not accessible for all people this scenario
would not be fair to all humans. Another scenario is a strict regulation
of prioritisation for damage reduction at accidents, and that typically
would be made by political decisions. The EU could, for example, set
an ethical standard for cars within the European union. Since people
tend to make different ethical choices, it is likely people will oppose
such a standard for autonomous cars. There is also a risk that political
regulation on ethical choices for damage reduction will delay the use
of autonomous driving.

Since most ethical choices in a persons life is made by the person
self, one could find it reasonable to give people the option of deciding
on the ethical choices for the car they travel with. This option raises
new questions, what choices will be available for the individual to in-
fluence and who will decide this.

For AD to serve the society in its best way discussions are needed
that raise the question on how the ethical impacts should be answered
and by whom.

A common example in ethics for autonomous driving is the case
where an autonomous car has to decide between killing a child on
the road in front of the car or to drive off the road saving the child
but hitting a tree resulting in the passenger being killed. This example
and discussion, consider that the perception system has a specific class
for children and identifies them in a scene. The ethical dilemmas that
we will be faced is therefor dependent on the classes the perception
system identifies. Consider the earlier mentioned situation where pas-
sengers are to decide on ethical dilemmas, for this case it becomes an
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ethical dilemma of what dilemmas passengers are sufficient to decide
upon. For instance, we could consider that passengers are enough to
decide in the three vs child example and therefor let the perception
system identify children. It is also possible for a perception system
to identify two different classes for black and white people, but we
would never want to provide an option where a passenger could make
different choices for these classes. The authors intention with these ex-
ample is to indicate some difficulties concerning the ethics regarding
autonomous driving and the author believe that the risk of bad deci-
sions are minimised by a discussion.
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